Raz-Lee Security Enhances & Expands iSecurity GUI
Nanuet, New York (April 22, 2009) - Raz-Lee Security Inc., a major vendor of
security solutions for IBM Power i computers, has announced a major new GUI
release, with features that enrich and ease the user's iSecurity experience. Some of the
highlights of this new release are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preliminary access filter for data retrieval, reducing network load and reducing
response time
Drill-down capability from the Visualizer business-intelligence tool to the
Firewall or Audit log, enabling specific event analysis down to the log-entry level
Role-based navigation tree providing Auditors with only the tree items they
require
Standard reports are opened directly as GUI tables, with advanced Eclipse features
for table management including exporting directly to spreadsheet
Reports stored in IFS as PC format files are opened directly in CSV, PDF, HTML
formats
SYSLOG supported in Audit and Action menus
GUI support for Audit, Action and Capture has been vastly expanded

The iSecurity GUI is based on Eclipse, enabling it to conform to worldwide GUI
standards. Eclipse is known to be highly efficient in Windows, and offers a Windows
look and feel. Besides being supported by major companies worldwide (such as
Adobe), Eclipse is strongly supported by IBM, which has invested significant funding
in Eclipse-based platforms.
"With this new release, we have vastly improved the iSecurity GUI and elevated it to
a new level of professionalism," said Ilan Marnin, Head of GUI Department, Raz-Lee
Security. "The user can now get very specific security-related information, and view
or analyze this information with little or no effort."

About Raz-Lee Security Inc. and iSecurity
Raz-Lee Security, headquartered in Nanuet, New York, is the leading security
solution provider for IBM's Power i (AS/400) computers. Drawing upon its 26 years
of expertise in the Power i Performance and Optimization market, the company
designs, develops and markets a comprehensive suite of advanced security software
solutions - iSecurity.
Raz-Lee's iSecurity product suite is field-proven and has been successfully
implemented in over 30 countries. iSecurity features three product sets: the Prevention
pack, a complete security solution covering user/password management, anti-virus
protection, detection of harmful events, protection of workstations and more; the
Compliance pack, which comprises auditing and compliance solutions, providing
automatic reporting security related information; and the Application Security suite,
which provides information on all changes in business-critical data using real-time
alerts and timeline reports.
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